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�/�E�d���Z�s�/���t���Z�W������Dr. NOEL MARIE SPINA is a board-certified Clinical Specialist, in Pediatric��
Physical Therapy. She's a Senior Clinician at Children's Hospital of Orange County, caring for 
pre-term and term infants �Áith medical complexities, in their young lives as well as young
children��diagnosed with��cancer. She finds time somehow to also work at California State 
University Long Beach. Thank��you very much for being here.
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validation and respect. And I think being a clinician an



���Z�X���E�K���>���D���Z�/�����^�W�/�E���W����Well, it certainly didn't start waking up thinking, let's try a mobile��
�>earning �'lass. This whole �šransition to an online platform was�U �—forced discovery�— I would call��
it�U and when this semester came about, I knew what I had done in the past needed to be to be��
elevated. It's one of my favorites�r �]t's one of my favorite words. �>�]�l�����š�Z�� community around��
you, learn from them and elevate your game. So, when Covid first hit and we had to do an 
online transition�U you know�U learning how to do a Camtasia voiceover entertaining video was��
cutting edge technology for me. �d�Z�����v���Æ�š���•���u���•�š���Œ���Œ�}�o�o���������Œ�}�µ�v�������v�����š�Z���š���i�µ�•�š���Á���•�v�[�š���‹�µ�]�š����
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���Z�X���E�K���>���D���Z�/�����^�W�/�E���W����That is that is more right than wrong and there's just a couple pieces��
that 
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current situation has impacted us. There's no way that I could have pulled this off without the 
support of my family, friends, my department the tech team at Cal State Long Beach and it and 
my students and their consistent input. So, I think it kind of brings us back to where I started 
and that's the importance of building community. Knowing that when you're down on the 
ground and you need help to ask for it, because it's hard you know. It's hard but all it is a 
massive inconvenience. It's not really a problem and I was fortunate enough to have support of 
people I love, people I work with, people I don't know and people that I teach with and for, say 
all right I'll buy what you're selling. Let's see where it takes us. So, thank you to you guys as well 
absolutely for putting this out there. 
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